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SOME WORDS OF WISDOM

In 2 short years, this association has accomplished

much including influencing legislative change,

holding a successful tow show, strengthening

relationships with influential organizations/people,

establishing legal representation for the Idaho Towing

Association, and re-establishing membership in every

district in Idaho. Imagine what the tow industry will

do if everyone is banded together. 

No longer can any tow company sit on the sideline

and say this association has not accomplished

anything. We need to start focusing on what this

association will accomplish as an even greater united

force.

Our board and presidency have visited every district in

Idaho learning the needs of each respective district.

Many of the challenges are echoed across the state.

This association has ambitious goals to remove these
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challenges and with our

combined efforts this will be

achieved.

I recently read a quote that said,

“doubt has killed more dreams

than failure ever will.” If you are

not a member of the association,

then push aside the doubt and

join the tow association

community.

As always, reach out to me with

your questions, concerns, and

insights.

Jerry Moody

Executive Director

Cell: 208-219-0651

Jerry@SkaugLaw.com





IF IT FITS, IT SHIPS... NO!

To safely operate a rollback tow truck, the

driver must be able to safely stop and steer

the truck. Manufacturers design their trucks

with specifications and ratings based on

tires, brakes, suspension and steering. Safe

towing capacity has a two-part formula to

determine the front steering load and the

rear axle load.   The rear axle weight is easy

to calculate, just subtract the actual rear

axle weight from the rear axle specified

rating. 

Despite the information and training

available, some operators miss an important

safety message: For the truck to be

considered safely loaded, a wrecker or

rollback must maintain at least 50 percent

of the truck's unladen front weight when in

tow, Also, the truck’s gross vehicle weight

rating or GVWR or rear axle weight rating or

RAWR cannot be exceeded. Despite this

there seems to be a general theme of “I

know the numbers but that’s not my way”

Why does overloading occur? Two reasons

seem to be lack of training on calculating

weights and lack of basic knowledge about

the trucks themselves. Some operators

assume that if they get a load on the bed, or

the “if it fits, it ships”, that it must be okay to

tow. Also, some operators use the bed rating

instead of the trucks actual load capacity, for

example a truck may be equipped with a

10,000 pound bed rating and some operators

assume this is the amount of weight the truck

can safely carry.

Calculating Load Weights
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WELCOME NEW DISTRICT DIRECTORS:

JESSE REEVES, DISTRICT 3

I am an Idaho native. My great grandparents started a

towing company way back in the day before I could

ever be imagined. That towing company was passed

onto my grandfather and is still around today.

Eventually my dad decided to start his own company in

Boise, and I am thankfully he did. I was born into the

towing industry, but I never understood how much I

would grow to love it. Every day seems to be meet with

new challenges, that we are able to overcome.  I always

strive for safety, awareness, and greatness in the towing

world. In fact, those were the main reasons I decided to

join the association. I want everyone to be able to enjoy

those things as well. I have a goal of making our voice

heard. I want everyone to know that we will all stand

together, to make the changes that need to be done.

Together we can create a better and safer industry that

none of us would have been able to foresee.

CODY HENDRICKSON, DISTRICT 6

I was born and raised in Idaho falls, Idaho where I still

reside. I have been around the towing industry since I

was 13, when I started washing trucks and helping on

wrecks with my grand father and uncle. I gradually

worked my way up the ladder and began to run our

light duty trucks. Once I received my cdl in 2012 my

heavy duty career began. In 2018 I had the opportunity

to become the east Idaho division manager for

Hendricksons Towing. When I am not working I am

usually spending time with my wife and our year old

son or playing a round of golf with friends. Earlier this

year I competed the 6/7 wreck master training course. I

am ATSSA flagger certified and completed the traffic

safety and flagger class at the American Towman Expo

in Baltimore in 2018.

I decided to join the ITA because, I felt that somebody

needed to be a voice for the industry in my area. A lot of

the towing businesss' in my area have had concerns or

complaints, but they would never get resolved or fall on

deaf ears. I believe the best way to get these issues

resolved is to come together as a group and find a

solution to get said concert fixed.

The goals I would like to accomplish in my position are:

get the local tow companies to start working more

together and coming together to fix the issues In my

area. Promote the slow down and move over law to the

general public in our area and bring more awareness to

our industry.



IF IT FITS... CONTINUED
Most responses to having an overloaded truck include “My boss

told me to do it, I’ve towed lots of things bigger, that’s the way I

was trained, or I’ve got to get this done.” Despite this, we can not

rewrite the laws of physics and gravity. Once the decision is made

to exceed the manufacturer’s working load limits for the trucks or

equipment, the driver may not be able to safely stop, turn, or keep

control of the truck.

Overloading also causes undue stress, wear and damage to the

tow truck, and with prices of trucks well over $100,000 it is just

not worth it for that single tow to be justified. For example, one

operator declared his truck that has a 19500-pound rated chassis

could easily handle up to 7000 pounds on the deck, when in

reality the safe load capacity is closer to 4500 pounds.

This type of decision can destroy equipment, cause a traffic

collision and get people injured or killed, not to mention the

ramifications if a collision did occur with legal and lawsuit issues

for the operator and the owners.

Truck manufacturers design trucks to carry a specific weight

based on the difference between the GVWR and the actual

weight of the truck. There’s sometimes an assumption that the

cargo weight or load’s center of gravity are applied directly to the

floor of the carrier bed and that the load weight will be shared by

the front and rear axles. However, when transporting a vehicle on

a roll back, the center of gravity is not directly on the bed surface

and the load weight is over the rear axle. The result can be a tall,

high centered and sometimes unstable load. This usually

manifests itself during turns or if the operator makes a quick

maneuver in traffic.

If an operator is driving in a light duty truck and is involved in a

traffic incident or visits a DOT scale, some legal issues may apply. 

Some companies will take a 19500 GVWR truck and purchase

registration tags for 26000 pounds with the belief that the truck

can now transport larger vehicles. It doesn’t work that way, as the

GVWR is determined by the manufacturer, not by department of

motor vehicles.  

There are two easy methods to determining

your rollback total general weight capacity.

The first way is to locate the tag from the up

fitter on your equipment that will usually state

the actual load capacity of your truck with a

vehicle on the deck, as well as the capacity for

a vehicle on the deck and a vehicle on the

wheel-lift combined (note: this is not the bed

capacity rating). The second way to is weigh

your truck on a scale unladen, full tank of fuel

with all equipment, then subtract that

number from the manufacturer’s GVWR. For

example, if your truck scales empty at 13,500

pounds and the GVWR for the truck is 19,500

pounds, then your total general carrying

capacity is 6,000 pounds.   This means you

should never load a vehicle on the deck of

more than 6,000 total pounds.

A point to also take into consideration as well

are separate front and rear axle capacities.   

While you could very well be under your total

GVWR when loaded, you may actually still not

be legal if the rear axle itself is overweight

and/or the front axle is underweight.     Just for

sake of an example, using the above truck of

19,500 GVWR truck that weights 13,500

pounds unladen, giving you a 6,000-pound

capacity, let’s say a pickup truck weighing

6,000 pounds but was

loaded backwards on the deck.   Without

getting into complicated math calculations of

distance from rear axles and leverage, let’s

estimate that 4200 pounds of that truck was

behind the truck’s rear axle and the other

1800 pounds were in front of the rear axle. The

front axle weight did not receive any

additional weight nor did it lose any

additional weight (due to the leverage from

the location of center of mass of the loaded

vehicle), this will actually place all 6000

pounds of that vehicle directly on the rear

axle.     The rear axle rating of the example

truck is 14,000 pounds. Now while the rollback

truck is legal as regards to the total GVWR of

19500 pounds, the rear axle is actually

overweight by 1000 pounds. Center of mass

and spreading the load across both axles is

just as important as total load capacity.

You are expected as a professional operator to

maintain and operate your equipment in a

safe and responsible manner.   Please don’t be

that company that does unsafe practices just

to make a quick buck.



THE COLD HARD TRUTH
President's Corner
I hope you are all well, and surviving the diverse world we currently live in. I would like

to preface this article with saying, it may sound harsh or callous, but we work in a harsh

and callous industry at times and sometimes we have to smash a few pots together

and make sure we are heard. I have spent a great amount of time in the past 2 months,

traveling our state with our Executive Director and Vice President, talking to Tow

Company Owners, Managers, Operators and Dispatchers both members and non-

members.  Listening to issues, concerns and dilemmas that you each face.  Hearing the

battles, they have all fought on their own levels within their respective cities, towns and

counties.   Hearing issues of State Police variations in pricing and regulations from

district to district. 

 

All in all, each trip was a huge success.   We acquired 5 new members, got 3 company

renewals and truly communicated our presence, commitment, drive and purpose.  We

were able to arm ourselves with statewide data and real-time issues.  There was only

one company that we spoke to that did not have an immediate complaint but said

they could probably come up with one.  

Enter Frustration….  There were only a handful of companies that stepped up and

acted.  We have heard every reasoning possible for why you won’t / can’t join……

It will never change…. We’ve already tried it…. We joined before and nothing

happened……They will not listen to us…...I am not joining if that other company is

involved…. The list goes on….

Here is my one rebuttal to every reason why……

So, you are willing to accept everything the way it

currently is and anything else that may come at our

industry?  That is what we are doing.  You cannot

win this by each shaking your fists.  You cannot win

this by many small groups go storming into the

Police Station yelling and carrying on.  You cannot

win this by posting things on Facebook.   WE can

only win this if WE stand together as an INDUSTRY.

Stand together by doing the following:

Show some respect for your industry, Be a part of

your State Non-Profit Trade Association, Act

Professional, Act Responsible, Exercise Knowledge

in Safety, Operation and Regulation within our

Industry and State, Start by understanding the

other side and offer conjecture and concern,

instead of malice and complaint, Offer to work

together with agencies and understand why we

can’t “Get our way” and see if we can help them

help us.  

 

In closing, I want you all to know that I have fought

for our industry for all of my 31 years I’ve been

blessed to be a part of it, I intend to continue with

the same passion, professionalism and conviction

as I always have and hope that you will join me. 

“The guarantee in not trying is failure, the guarantee

in fighting is failure isn’t your fault”  

 

Stay Safe our there!!



Contact United Metals Recycling today 
for current ITA member rates!



welcome back members

welcome new members

Marky's Super Tow

Stan's Pro Tows

Nichols & Son Towing

Bernards Towing

Lee's Towing

Rocky Mountain Towing

Tri-County Towing

Denny's Wrecker Service

Crawford Body Shop 

KT Towing

H&H Towing

Northwest Towing

Hernandez Towing

B&W Wrecker Service

Steve's Towing

Reliable Towing

& Towing

Silverback Towing

WTF Towing

Torch Towing

Boise Valley Towing

Deuce's Auto Transport

Crossroads Towing

Canyon County Towing

Treasure Valley Towing

ACT Towing

Abyss Towing

 and Towing



Welcome and Thank you to Boise Rigging Supply for their Sponsorship .

Our mission at Boise Rigging Supply is to provide customers with the highest quality products from U.S.
distributors or manufactured in our warehouse while promoting professional workmanship and following
all industry standards and regulations.We have been proudly serving customers since 1968. We
provide our customers with the highest quality products and the industries most knowledgeable sales
staff, delivering exceptional service. This attitude of excellence has helped us to continue to grow and
diversify both regionally and online.  We have a vast selection of stock items – please contact our
headquarters for any rigging not listed online. All custom orders and international shipments please call
our headquarters as well. 

Boise Rigging Supply services the Critical Lifting needs of Nuclear, Military, and Governmental entities
throughout the US and is recognized as a Quality Level 1 Supplier of Fabricated Products for lifting and
handling per ASME-NQA- 1-2008/1A-2009.

(800) 342-7673
6750 W Victory Rd, Boise ID 83709

573 Addison Ave W, Twin Falls, ID 83301

www.idahotow.org

https://www.facebook.com/idahotow

https://www.instagram.com/idahotow

@idahotow

Congratulations to
Rocky Mountain

Towing for winning
the online Show &

Shine Contest!





Thank you to all who submitted photos for the 
Online Show-n-Shine Contest




